Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
1 NRHM_SHC_ ADITYA RANJAN
51687
MISHRA

NRHM_SHC_ DINESH PADIARY
51696

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
upper age limit of the candidate is
40 years. Your age exceeds 40 years.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

As per the Central govt rule,those
candidates who have 5 years of
continuous service experience in
Central govt/state
govt/autonomous body etc,they are
entitled for 5 years of age relaxation
in the recruitment process.Thanks

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the upper age limit of
the candidate is 40 years. We have not
mentioned any special age relaxation in
the recruitment process for Central govt/
state govt/autonomous body etc. After
reverification it is found that your age
exceeds 40 years. Hence your application
is rejected.

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Asper the BPUT rule "EQUAVALENT
PERCANTAGE MARK=(CGPA0.5)*10". I have secured 8.25 CGPA
out of 10 in MCA. So by conversion
my percentage is 77.5%. As the
online application has not taken the
full mark as either 10 or 100,i have
entered the full mark as 1000 and
total secured mark as 775 and
percentage as 77.5%.In BPUT rule
the conversion of 8.25 CGPA is
77.5%. For details kindly visit the
BPUT Notice No.BPUT/1717 dtd
16.05.12 and link
"https://www.bput.ac.in/document
s/bput_1473880527.pdf"

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate. Hard copy of CGPA
conversion certificate should have been
attached along with the application at the
time of submission. Hence your
application is rejected.

2

3
NRHM_SHC_
ABHIJEET DAS
51699

SHORTLISTED

My experience is not added.What After reverification it is found that you
kind of experience will be assumed have submitted experience certificate as
as valid for this post?
Front Office Executive which is not a
requisite experience for the post of
District Coordinator. Hence you are not
eligible for the extra 10% marks for
experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

4

Application
ID

Name

NRHM_SHC_ NILAMADHAB
51713
PANDA

Status

SHORTLISTED

5

NRHM_SHC_
ARCHANA RAY
51719

Remark

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sir/Madam,Regarding my
experience certificate,I have an
employ of Paramount Health
Services &
Insurance(TPA)Pvt.Ltd.and as per
our company guideline the
experience certificate will issued
after my leave from organisation.So
here I request to you please
consider the necessary documents
and the undertaking letter I have
already provide to you for my
experience as District Coordinator.
And please add the required marks
as an experience holder.I submit the
experience certificate after my
selection.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted any experience
certificate. You have attached your
appointment letter from Paramount
Health Services (TPA) Private Limited
which cannot be accepted in lieu of
experience certificate. Hence you are not
eligible to get an extra 10% marks for
experience.

Good evening Sir. I had posted all
the documents by speed but i was
not mentioning the job title on the
top of the envelop. So, I don't have
any objection because this is my
fault, I was in hurried.. so, I am
extremely sorry for my mistake. I
am really very interested for this
job.Kindly forgive me and shortlist
my application form it's a request to
you.I shall be grateful to you..

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post applied for in the
envelope. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

6

Application
ID

Name

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

1.The Experience Certificate of PXE
Chandipur (JRF) has been submitted
through Hard Copy.If it's missing, I
may kindly be allowed to submit it
at the time of interview. 2. The
Experience Certificate of S B
Women's College not submitted due
to the job is continuing there.If
required i will request to authority
of SB College for same. 3.CGPA/
Percentage of Degree Course is :
80.14 which is showing on the
application. If it is missing, I may
kindly allowed to submit this at the
time of interview.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate. CGPA conversion
certificate should have been attached
along with the application at the time of
submission. Hence your application is
rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Dear Sir/Madam, i have provided
application form along with
required documents via speed post
which has been received by you
before lat date as i track from
indiapost web site. Also i have
required qualification. Still i am
rejected, please reverify.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post applied for in the
envelope. Hence your application is
rejected.

NRHM_SHC_ RAJESWARI SAHOO REJECT
51762

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I Submitted downloaded copy of
application before due date and i
clearly mentioned the name of the
post over the envelope.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

NRHM_SHC_ SWAGATIKA
51737
MOHAPATRA

7 NRHM_SHC_ AJIT KUMAR
51748
PADHAN

8

Status

REJECT

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
9 NRHM_SHC_ PRAYAS KUMAR
51797
PRADHAN

NRHM_SHC_ DHIRAJ PATNAIK
51808

10

Status
REJECT

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I HAVE SUBMITTED ALL THE
DOCUMENTS BY POST BUT AT THAT
TIME THE POSTAL STRIKES GOING
ON SO IS THERE ANY PROBLEM
HAPPEN. NOW CAN I KNOW WHATS
THE SOLUTION AND HOW IT CAN BE
SOLVED. IF I WILL SUBMIT ALL THE
DOCUMENT NOW OR SEND IT BY
ANY OTHER SOURCE THAT U CAN
GET THE DETAILS AND CONSIDER
ME THE SUITABLE. IF IT HAPPEN I
WILL BE GREAT FULL TO YOU.
AWAITING YOUR RESPONSE.
THANKS PRAYAS KUMAR PRADHAN

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

Total Experience 13Yrs 05Months till
Mar18. Considered 3.7 YEARS
only(for 1st company). For Current
company Experience is 09Yrs
10Months Not Considered. So
Experience Credit 10 Marks not
given. Educational Marks Secured
77.67% Not 58.94%. Marks secured
in the Qualifying Exam MCA is
77.67%. All Experience and
Educational Certificate attached
with printed copy of online
application sent to you. Kindly
consider my case in updating the
Marks secured 77.47% and give
Experience Credit 10 Marks.

After reverificaion it was found that your
MCA marks is 77.67%, which has been
updated in our database. You have
enclosed experience certificates as
Manager Systems and Software and Test
Engineer which cannot be considered as
requisite experience for the post of
District Coordinator. Hence you are not
eligible for 10% marks for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
11 NRHM_SHC_ SUBHRAJIT PRUSTY SHORTLISTED
51813

NRHM_SHC_ AMBARISH DAS
51824
12

REJECT

Remark

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sub:-( Experience Mark) Respected
Sir/Madam I have submitted an
experience certificate issued by
CDM & PHO Jajpur along with all
related document for the post of
District Coordinator . But there is no
experience mark added against my
name in the provisional selected list.
Therefore i request you to be kind
enough and add experience mark. I
shall ever remain grateful to you
yours faithfully Subhrajit Prusty

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Immunization Computer Assistant, School
coordinator, computer teacher which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

Sir I admitted my fault..please give a
chance to fulfil my dream...So I
would request to you that my
preference will be first choice to me
rightly.... so I obliged to you

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
13 NRHM_SHC_ MANAS RANJAN
51832
ROUT

14

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech Computer Science and
Engineering. Hence your application
is liable to be rejected.

Respected Sir/Madam, With most
respect I Manas Ranjan Rout had
Submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for B-Tech Computer
Science & downloaded copy of
application with relevant self
attested document through SPEED
POST No : EO831316801IN on dt.
26/03/2018.Once again I am
sending my downloaded copy of
application with relevant self
attested document through Speed
Post. Therefore I requested you
Kindly check & consider my
application for the post of District
Coordinator & I will great full to

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech Computer
Science and Engineering. Documents sent
after the due date cannot be accepted.
Hence your application is rejected.

NRHM_SHC_ ASOMBITA PODDAR REJECT
51833

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for MSc
Computer Science. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

I have received my confirmation of
CGPA conversion certificate for Msc
Computer Science after my
application was submitted. Kindly
find the attached CGPA conversion
certificate for Msc Computer
science which I have sent to your
email Id:snaodisha@gmail.com and
process my application further.
Marks obtained :2044 Total marks
:2500 Percentage :81.76%
Otherwise kindly consider my
certificate of Bsc Computer Science
as the eligibility criteria for the post
given is Bachelor degree in Comp. Sc

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for MSc Computer Science.
Documents submitted by email or after
the due date cannot be accepted for
reconsideration of application. Hence
your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
15 NRHM_SHC_ NITURANI BHANJA SHORTLISTED
51844

NRHM_SHC_ NILAKANTHA
51856
PANIGRAHI

SHORTLISTED

16

17 NRHM_SHC_ SUJIT KUMAR DALAI SHORTLISTED
51866

NRHM_SHC_ MANAS KUMAR
51918
ACHARYA
18

REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

I submitted my experience
certificate but experience basis it is
showing me 0% exp..no percentage
is added with my career marks.I am
having 79.11% and after i adding my
experience it is same..no increment
marks is showing.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Senior Computer Operator which cannot
be considered as requisite experience for
the post of District coordinator. Hence
you are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

My Qualification is MCA and I have
a employee in odisa food supply
department in 2years so why I
rejected

After reverification it is found that your
application is not rejected and you have
been provisionally shortlisted. You have
not attached any requisite experience
certificate along with your application
form. Hence you are not eligible to get
the extra 10% marks for experience.

AS PER MY EXPERIENCE DETAILS A
TOTAL 10% MAY BE ADDING BUT I
FOUND THAT IT IS NOT ADDING
TOTAL MARK. SO IN THIS REGARDS I
AM SENDING MY EXPERIENCE
DETAILS VIA POSTAL.

After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted requisite experience
certificate along with the application
form. You have only submitted a letter of
undertaking which cannot be counted as a
document to support relevant experience
for the post of District Coordinator. Hence
you are not eligible to get the extra 10%
marks for experience.

Not Submitted downloaded copy of SOME PROBLEAM OF MY FAMILY
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
19 NRHM_SHC_ PRADIP BANCHHOR SHORTLISTED
51922

NRHM_SHC_ AMIT MOHANTY
51942

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sir, I have submitted the NOC-cumexperience certificate. But 10%
mark is not added in my favour.
Kindly add my experience mark.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Immunization Computer Assistant which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have clearly submitted all the
copies and also mentioned the post
over the envelope. With due
respect, Sir kindly check my
documents properly .I hope to
receive a positive response from
your end.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir/Madam, I have submitted all the
relevant documents with an
envelope to office address on
28.03.2018 and I followed all the
rules that advertisement had
told.Again I am going to describe my
education qualification.I secured in
matriculation 71.5% and B.Tech in
Computer science and engineering I
secured 74%.I think office would
take my objection positively.
Regards Pradipta Khatei (APP
ID=NRHM_SHC_51947)

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

20

21 NRHM_SHC_ PRADIPTA KHATEI
51947

Remark

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ CHITTARANJAN
51952
SWAIN

Status

Remark

Objection

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is B
Tech. Electronics Communication.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

B.Tech in Electronics
Communication is as similar as
B.Tech in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science.The course content is same
and it also a Software branch of
Engg. The most important object is
that, I have 3 years of experience in
IT Sector.

SHORTLISTED

I am shortlisted.But what the next Please wait for the next notification, you
step I do not know.Then what shall I will be informed through sms in your
do.Please explain me.
provided mobile number as well as in our
NHM odisha website.
As per the eligibility criteria laid
I am a graduate with computer
As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
down in the advertisement the
science honours. Plz consider my
the advertisement the educational
educational qualification is Bachelor complain. Thank you
qualification is Bachelor degree in
degree in Information Technology/
Information Technology/ Computer
Computer Application/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
Science. You do not have requisite
reverification it is found that you do not
qualification. Your qualification is
have requisite qualification. Your
BA. Hence your application is liable
qualification is BSc Computer Science
to be rejected.
(Hons.) In the said advertisement there is
no mention that similar/equivalent
educational qualification/courses will be
eligible for applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

22

23 NRHM_SHC_ SURAJ KUMAR
51955
ROUTRAY

NRHM_SHC_ RAHUL KUMAR
51960
MEHER

24

REJECT

Remarks after reverification
As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. In the
said advertisement there is no mention
that similar/equivalent educational
qualification/courses will be eligible for
applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
25 NRHM_SHC_ SOURAV RANJAN
51964
PANDA

26

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. Hence your application is liable
to be rejected.

Dear Sir/madam,I have done B-tech After reverification your educational
in Computer science engineering
qualification, category and marks has
from Prist University,Thanjavur and been updated in our database.
the same was mentioned in the
application form.Degree was the
only option to select in the dropdown,so I selected It.I have sent the
related certificates of my
educational qualification along with
the application form.No where I
have mentioned my qualification as
Bsc. Kindly recheck my
application,certificates and
marksheets. And I am belongs to UR
category,but in the list it is
mentioned as SC

NRHM_SHC_ SATYASAI RAMA
REJECT
51970
CHANDRA BEHERA

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have already 70.83 percentage in
mark. There is no need any CGPA
conversion certificate, that's why i
don't submit conversion certificate,
why am not shortlisted?

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc. Hence your
application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
27 NRHM_SHC_ SAGARIKA
51983
SENAPATI

NRHM_SHC_ PRIYAMBADA
51992
MOHANTY

28

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc and PGDCA. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sir/Madam I have submitted
experience certificate of Modulesoft
Solution Pvt. Ltd. as Web Developer
From 20/11/2012 to 18/03/2014
and also experience certificate and
NOC from current employer i.e.
DHI&VS(O), BBSR as DPA working
from 19/03/2014 But in your
provisional merit list 0% mark is
awarded for me and also 10% mark
is awarded for other applicant i.e.
same job profile and also same
department like me. So please
consider my experience.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Data Processing Assistant which cannot
be considered as requisite experience for
the post of District coordinator. Hence
you are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

I Priyambada Mohanty, aged -26
years, D/O- Pramod Kumar Mohanty
of Vill./PO- Ichhapur, PS- Balikuda,
Dist- Jagatsinghpur, Application No.
NRHM-SHC-51992 for the post of
District Coordinator under State
Health Assurance Society, Deptt. Of
Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of
Odisha would like to bring to your
kind notice that I may kindly be
allowed to further recruitment
process for the above noted post
considering to the following
objection grounds as follows:-

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc and PGDCA. You have
not submitted SEBC caste certificate along
with the application hence you were
entered in the UR category in the
shortlisted database. Hence your
application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
29 NRHM_SHC_ PRIYAMBADA
51992
MOHANTY

NRHM_SHC_ SWASTIK SOUMYA
52010
MOHANTY
30

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc and PGDCA. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

That I applied online application on
24.03.2018 and sent the hard copy
of online application form enclosing
self attested relevant documents. As
I belong to SEBC category, I had
applied online application form in
SEBC category and attached self
attested SEBC certificate vide Misc.
Certificate Case No. e-SEB/801 of
2018 issued to me on 24.02.2018.
But I have been entered in UR
category in shortlisted database in
spite of attached valid SEBC
certificate in the hard copy of online
application form.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc and PGDCA. You have
not submitted SEBC caste certificate along
with the application hence you were
entered in the UR category in the
shortlisted database. Hence your
application is rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have submitted the copy of
application through INDIAN SPED
POST bearing Tracking
ID:EO899159199IN on 26/03/2018.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
31 NRHM_SHC_ BEDANTA KUMAR
52021
SAHU

NRHM_SHC_ BISWAJIT
52024
MOHANTY

32

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

SHORTLISTED

I am already submitted my 2years
experience certificate along with
application, as a Health volunteer in
seba jagat organisation(A registered
volunteery organisation.which has
take up a govt P.H.C(N) Belgaon,of
Kalahandi District on P.P.P mode.)
on the date 01/07/2015 to
04/08/2017 so please consider my
experience certificate. Which is not
consider in the database.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Health Volunteer which cannot be
considered as requisite experience for the
post of District coordinator. Hence you
are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

SHORTLISTED

Sir/Madam my experience
certificate which i have send by
speed post before due date.The
copy of certificate send to your email id:-snaodisha@gmail.com .
According TOR (Term of
Reference)DEO-DEIC only one post
in District & have to all kinds of work
same as District coordinator(Please
refer TOR of DEODEIC,NRHM,Odisha,2013).Please
consider my experience certificate &
add 10% for experience in similar
job.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Data Entry Operator which cannot be
considered as requisite experience for the
post of District coordinator. Hence you
are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
33
ASHIM BIHARI
BANCHHOR

NRHM_SHC_ SONALI KUMARI
52061
SATAPATHY

34

Status
REJECT

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Good morning sir, I am eligible for
the post because I have completed
MCA and if you give me some days I
will send all the documents which
are required within given period. I
am sorry for my mistake. If you
allow me for doing this, I am
grateful to you. Yours obedient
Ashim Bihari Banchhor From Khariar Dist - Nuapada Mobile 9938186818

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Please sir count my experience.I
have more than experience in IT
field & social field also .

After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted any certificate
supporting your experience. You have
attached only two Authorization letters
which cannot be considered as a
supporting document for experience.
Hence you are not eligible to get extra
10% marks for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
35 NRHM_SHC_ SUSMITA MANSETH SHORTLISTED
52067

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

I had filled up the Application Form
as SC(Female) candidate but as
there was no specific direction for
submission of a copy of cast
certificate either in the Advt. or in
the prescribed Application Form, I
have not enclosed a copy of SC
certificate. I have been shortlisted
against UR category. I am sending a
copy of SC certificate along with the
request letter to the CEO, SHAS,
Odisha in the e-mail address:
snaodisha @ gmail.com for needful
action & for the consideration under
SC category.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted any caste certificate
along with your application supporting
your SC Category. There is clearly
mentioned in the advertisement to
enclose requisite documents for
establishing your eligibility for the SC
category. Documents sent by mail cannot
be accepted. Hence your application is
provisionally shortlisted under UR
category.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

36

Application
Name
Status
ID
NRHM_SHC_ ADITYA KUMAR KAR REJECT
52072

Remark

Objection

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BTech. in Electrical and Electronics.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected. Not submitted caste
certificate.

As per the advertisement my
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Science and
Telecommunication in which
Information Science is related to
computer science.I have also
submitted the documents related to
eligibility criteria but i am rejected
as my qualification is Btech in
electrical and electronics.Secondly I
belongs to UR category Hence no
caste certificate is required.My
experience should be taken for
selection as one of my colleague is
having same experience & she has
applied.

Remarks after reverification
As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BTech. in Electrical and
Electronics. In the said advertisement
there is no mention that
similar/equivalent educational
qualification/courses will be eligible for
applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
37 NRHM_SHC_ LIPSA
52105
SUBHADARSINEE

NRHM_SHC_ PRIYANKA
52109
PRIYADARSANI
JENA

38

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. & PGDCA. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

I am B.Teh(Engineering) in
computer science & belongs to
SC(W) catagory and 4yr 4 months
exprience in Health sector(National
Programe for control of
blindness),NRHM,DHH,DHENKANAL
And do all work for nhm,ncd,npcb
progm,and 2yrs exprience as
computer programer in Amarjyoti
Deogarh & have submited all the
documents and hard copies in
related to the post District
coordinator -SHAS.Also submited no
objection ,cast,engineering
certificate ,CGPA coversion
certificate approved by BPUT

After reverification your educational
qualification and category has been
updated in our database and you have
been Provisionally shortlisted and it is
found that you have submitted
experience certificates as Data Entry
Operator and Computer Programmer
which cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. Hence your application is liable
to be rejected. Not submitted SEBC
caste certificate.

Sir/Madam, I have completed my
BSC with computer Science Honours
and also secured 85% marks in
computer science Honours.In
agreegate i have secured 79%.I also
submitted my SEBC certificate with
that application form.if you will
want to see my BSc and SEBC
certificate then i can mail you or i
can deposite SEBC certificate in
NRHM office. please sir, consider
my objection. Thank You.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc Computer Science
(Hons.) In the said advertisement there is
no mention that similar/equivalent
educational qualification/courses will be
eligible for applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
39 NRHM_SHC_ SRIRAM BARAL
52117

Status
REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate &
caste certificate. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

SIR/MADAM,THERE IS NO CGPA
CONVERSION CERTIFICATE IN
MCA,ONLY WE HAVE SEMESTER
WISE CERTIFICATE ALONGWISE
PROVISIONAL AND FINAL
CERTIFICATE,THAT I PRODUCED
,AND LASTLY THERE IS NO
INSTRUCTION ABOUT CASTE
CERTIFICATE PRODUCE IN YOUR
APPLICATION.SO I DID NOT SEND.I
HAVE ALL MCA CERTIFICATE AND
ALSO SEBC
CERTIFICATE,ACCORDING YOUR
REQUIREMENT I SENT ALL MY MARK
SHEET AND CERTIFICATE,SO PLEASE
INFORMED ME WHICH REASON YOU
WILL REJECT MY APPLICTION FORM,

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate & caste certificate
in support of SEBC category. It is clearly
mentioned in the above advertisement
that the candidate has to enclose
requisite documents which shall clearly
establish his/her eligibility. Hence your
application is rejected due to nonsubmission of CGPA conversion certificate
for MCA.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ MANAS KUMAR
52132
NAIK

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED

40

41 NRHM_SHC_ PRAGNYA
52136
PARAMITA PADHI

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

This is to inform you that I belong to
ST Catagory and I have mentioned
ST in the application form. But in the
shortlist database, my Catagory is
given as UR. I didn't submit caste
certificate along with application
form because IT WAS NOT LISTED IN
GIVEN LIST OF DOCUMENTS TO BE
SENT. I have the caste certificate
obtained from Office of Tahsildar,
Sukruli vide certificate case no- eCAS/67 on 6.2.2018.I have sent a
copy of caste certificate with
residence certificate Please rectify

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification itis found that you
have not submitted caste certificate
supporting your ST category. It is clearly
mentioned in the above advertisement
that the candidate has to enclose
requisite documents which shall clearly
establish his/her eligibility. Hence your
application has been Provisionally
shortlisted under UR category.

Dear Team, I am not aware what is
that CGPA conversion certificate.
Give me some time then i can
contact my College and will get this.
Apart from this i have submitted all
the details. Pls consider my
candidature for Interview. Hope i
will get chance to at least appear
the interview.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech Computer
Science and Engineering. Hence your
application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ SOUMYA RANJAN
52199
SWAIN

Status
REJECT

42

43 NRHM_SHC_ SANTANU KUMAR
52207
SAHU

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Respected sir, my application is
rejected.There is no such kind of
certificate available in our university
that can convert CGPA .Only one
convert rule is there in the
university website of biju pattanaik
university of technology(BPUT).My
working experience is around 3
months in a govt project and the
employer has not given the
experience certificate. i have only
my offer letter and joining
reports.so i request you to please
kindly consider my case. submitted.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech in
Information Technology. Hence your
application is rejected. Since your
application is not shortlisted counting of
experience is not needed.

I AM SHORTLISTED BUT MY
EXPERIENCE IS NOT ADDED, HENCE I
AM SENDING MY EXPERIENCE
CERTIFICATE WHICH MAY BE
ACCEPTED.

After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
Status
ID
NRHM_SHC_ KHURSHEED ALAM SHORTLISTED
52219
KHAN

Remark

44

45 NRHM_SHC_ SIBA SANKAR DASH REJECT
52244

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

I have submitted 4 years experience
certificate under Directorate of
Health Intelligence and Vital
statistics under H & FW Deptt,
Odisha . but no experience grace
mark is added to me while making
the database. whereas candidates
of Sl.No 55 ( NRHM_SHC_51736)and
Sl.No 153 (NRHM_SHC_51847) were
given Experience grace marks
working in same post (Sl.No 55
NRHM_SHC_51736) and experience
certificate from same department.
Kindly consider my Experience with
Grace Mark.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Data Processing Assistant and Project
Manager where there is no mention
about the type of project involved which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

Sir,I have applied the post of
DISTRICT COORDINATOR online on
29/03/2018.The hard copy of the
online application form
superscribed the name of the post
applied for " DISTRICT
COORDINATOR" on the
envelope.And sent the hard copy on
04/04/2018.I got the message from
postal department on my mobile
no. "Dispatched on
10/04/2018".Therefore I request
you to Kindly consider my
candidature and and shortlist my
candidature.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PRIYABRATA
52259
MISHRA

Status
REJECT

46

47 NRHM_SHC_ ANNAPURNA
52273
NAYAK

NRHM_SHC_ TAPAN KUMAR
52274
PUJHARI

48

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir, AS per your objection list i have
not submit my CGPA conversion
certificate,For your kind information
i have already deposited it at the
time of hard copy submission and a
genuine copy kept with me for my
reference .once again i convert my
CGPA (6.01-.5)*10=55.01 for your
easy calculation .kindly donot reject
my application .

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech in
Computer Science and Engineering.
Hence your application is rejected.

My application is provisionally
shortlisted but experience not
counted

After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement my
Bachelor degree is BSc Computer
Science(Certificate attached in the
postal application) which is
equivalent to Bachelor degree in
Computer Science. So kindly
consider my application.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc Computer Science
(Hons.) In the said advertisement there is
no mention that similar/equivalent
educational qualification/courses will be
eligible for applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

SHORTLISTED

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. & MBA. Hence your application
is liable to be rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
49 NRHM_SHC_ KHUSBOO
52285
MOHANTY

NRHM_SHC_ ISHANESWAR
52290
MISHRA

50

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Dear Sir, I am Khusboo Mohanty
having application number
NRHM_SHC_52285 for the post
District Coordinator-SHAS.I have
successfully submitted the online
application form but while i sent the
hard copy It was unknown to me to
send the CGPA conversion
certificate along with the
application form which i have kept
with me. Hence it is requested to
give a chance to submit the same.its
my earnest request to you. Thanks
& Regards, Khusboo Mohanty
9439205022 BBSR

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for Btech Computer Science
and Engineering. Documents submitted
by email or after the due date cannot be
accepted for reconsideration of
application. Hence your application is
rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Application for the post of District
Coordinator is rejected on vague
ground stating Not Submitted
downloaded copy of application/
Submitted downloaded copy of
application after due date of
receive/ not superscribed the name
of the post over the envelope, it is
regretted if the same had been
done. The omission may be
condoned and application
considered for which I request.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
51 NRHM_SHC_ AMRITA PATTNAIK SHORTLISTED
52302

NRHM_SHC_ AKASH KUMAR
52303
MOHANTY

52

REJECT

Remark

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

I have submitted my experience
certificate which shows my
experience of 3 years 8
months(District Immunization
Computer Assistant ,NHM) but in
the list no marks was added for my
experience.Hence i request you to
kindly recheck my application form
and do the needfull.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Immunization Computer Assistant which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

I have sent all necessary information
and documents which was
mentioned in the description,I have
submitted the envelope Very
carefully.It is an unfair step which
was taken against me,I never
thought that you have rejected my
application without any fault,Sir I
request please kindly take necessary
steps against it,For this act of your
kindness I shall be grateful to you,I
hope you accept this message and
taken a good step against it,Yours
faithfully AKASH KUMAR
MOHANTY,Thank you sir...

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
53 NRHM_SHC_ SUBHA PRASAD
52308
PARIDA

Status
SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection
I have added my Experience in
Software Industry as a database
Developer-Cum-QA.I Have added
my Experience Certificate to my
Application. But my Experience
Mark is not added.Please do the
needful.

Remarks after reverification
As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted offer letter, letter of
confirmation and letter of appointment
along with your application which cannot
be accepted as supporting document for
experience. Hence you are not eligible to
get extra 10% marks for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ KRUSHNA
52314
CHANDRA
PRADHAN

Status
SHORTLISTED

54

55 NRHM_SHC_ DEEPAK KUMAR
52317
SONI

REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

My objection is regarding the
reservation. I had sent all the
requisite document subject to the
application enclosure list's self
attested copies, but caste certificate
was clearly not in the column,
Unless Why will I not sent this, its a
clearly deprivation from claiming
the reservation. which was to be
furnished at the time of interview
and document verification. So
please consider in accordance with
advertisement.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted SEBC caste certificate
supporting your SEBC category. In the
above mentioned advertisement it is
clerly mentioned that to establish your
eligibility you have to submit supporting
documents and there is no mention to
submit your caste certificate at the time
of interview. Hence you are not eligible to
get reservation under SEBC category and
you have been shortlisted under UR
category.

As per the eligibility criteria laid
thank you sir. its your kind so you
down in the advertisement the
inform me. plese kindly grant my
educational qualification is Bachelor application.
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. DCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected. Not submitted
SEBC caste certificate.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc. and DCA. Hence your
application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ SANDHYARANI
52318
DASH

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Hello Sir, Unfortunately, I forgot to
mention the â€œName of the Post
(District Coordinator â€“ SHAS)â€
for which I have applied this
application, on the Envelope. Except
this all other details are correct as
per my knowledge. So, I am sending
all my documents once again with
proper information.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Submission of application at that
time I am submitted my download
copy of application and mention for
the name of the post over the
enveloped as a "DISTRICT
COORDINATOR".

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Sir I have experience of 5.6 years in
health sector under National Health
Mission(NHM) as Block Programme
Manager(BPM). I have submitted
the NOC & experience certificate for
the above service period and
working from dt.15.01.2013 to till
date in NHM, Bhadrak. But in the
provisional merit list my experience
is not counted, So my sincere
request is to consider the above
experience, for which i shall be
grateful to you

After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

56

57 NRHM_SHC_ PRAGNYASHREE
52320
RAUTARAY

NRHM_SHC_ DIPTI RANJAN
52326
MALLIK

58

SHORTLISTED

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
59 NRHM_SHC_ PUSPAMITRA
52330
CHINDA

NRHM_SHC_ GAYATRI JENA
52331
60

Status

Remark

Objection

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your MCA certificate onlymarksheet
is attached. Hence your application
is liable to be rejected.

I think i had given my certificate if
not i have sent again at the time
verification.i have to shortlisted if i
have submitted only marksheet
.please accept my objection and
shortlisted me.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of I HAVE SUBMITTED EVERYTHING AS
application/ Submitted downloaded PER THE REQUIREMENT. KINDLY
copy of application after due date of CHECK MY DOCUMENT.
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Remarks after reverification
As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your MCA certificate
only marksheet is attached. Hence your
application is rejected.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
61 NRHM_SHC_ MANISHA NATH
52339

NRHM_SHC_ SIDHHARTH
52340
SANDIPANI
PATTNAIK

62

Status
SHORTLISTED

REJECT

Remark

Objection

I have more than ten years of
experience in govt. organization
that I have mentioned in my
application form .I have also
submitted hardcopy of my
experience certificate along with the
application form. But it seems my
experience mark was not included
in the provisional short listed
candidate list. Therefore, request
you to kindly revise my total % of
mark from 73.39% to 83.39 % and
confirm.
As per the informations and
As per your guidelines cgpa
instructions laid down in the
conversion certificate is mandatory
advertisement the candidate has to to attach.But i do not found cgpa
enclose requisite documents/
conversion certificate.when i am
experience certificates which shall going to my college they refuse to
clearly establish his/her eligibility as give cgpa conversion certificate
per conditions as above, without
because i already passed from 2014
which his/her candidature shall be and i also took my clc from our
rejected. You have not submitted
college.But when i check bput side
CGPA conversion certificate of
there is only available a format,
BTech Computer Science and
where only mention the formula of
Engineering. Hence your application cgpa.so i have a doubt which one is
is liable to be rejected.
conversion certificate.so this why i
am not attached cgpa conversion
certificate.consider me.

Remarks after reverification
After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
CGPA certificate only contains formula for
conversion of CGPA in percentage of
marks. After reverification it is found that
you have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate of BTech Computer Science and
Engineering. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
63 NRHM_SHC_ ARYA GOURAB RAY REJECT
52343

NRHM_SHC_ SUSANTA KUMAR
52369
DALAI

Remark

Not Submitted downloaded copy of I was out of city for some family
application/ Submitted downloaded issue.so kindly check into this
copy of application after due date of matter
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

SHORTLISTED

64

65 NRHM_SHC_ PRAKASH KUMAR
52402
MALLICK

REJECT

Objection

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Remarks after reverification
After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

Sir,I have 5.6 years experience at
Processmap Infotech PVT Ltd on
EH&S(Environmenal Health and
Safety). There I was worked in
several areas. 1.Processing HRMS
data, related to health insurance
through OSHA(Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, a
national public health agency of
USA)form. 2.Making WCC(Worker's
compensation claim) report for
employees who can claim their
insurance. So my sincere request is
to consider the above experience,
for which I shall be grateful.

After reverification it is found that you are
eligible for 10% extra marks for
experience. Hence your marks have been
updated in our database.

Sir, I have submitted hard copy by
post.So kindly grant my application
and my category is SC but in your
list it is UR.So please correct it.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

66

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PREMANANDA
52404
PRUSTI

Status
REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate. Hence
your application is liable to be
rejected. Not submitted SEBC caste
certificate.

in the application what you have
mentioned to submit,i have
submitted all.there you didnt
mention to submit CGPA conversion
and SEBC certifacte.so its not a
reason to reject my application.if
you want then i can submit the
CGPA conversion and SEBC
certifacte.Thanks a lot and please
reply to this.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech Computer Science
and Engineering. In the above mentioned
advertisement it is clearly mentioned that
you have to submit CGPA conversion
certificate along with your application. It
cannot be accepted after the due date of
receive of application. Hence your
application is rejected. It is also found
that you have not submitted SEBC caste
certificate hence in our database your
category is mentioned as UR.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
67 NRHM_SHC_ JAGAT RANJAN
52406
PATTNAIK

NRHM_SHC_ AMARESH KUMAR
52416
MOHANTY

68

Status
REJECT

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir, with due respect i want to say
that, i had applied for post for
District Coordinator-SHAS and i had
written of the post name over the
envelope but unfortunately i had to
change that speed post in post
office due to some reasons, it was
last hour of post office and
unfortunately when i again submit
my envelope i forgot to write post
name in hurry. I know i had to do
that carefully but i could not do that.
I sincerely regret for my mistake and
need a chance to rectify.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Sir i have 3years 4 months
experience. Previously i had
attached & sent all my documents
related to my qualification &
professional experience. But in
shortlisted sheet the experience
column of mine is 0.00%. Kindly go
through my documents properly &
add my experience column.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted two relieving letters
which cannot be accepted as experience
certificate. Hence you are not eligible to
get the extra 10% for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
69 NRHM_SHC_ AMARESH KUMAR
52416
MOHANTY

NRHM_SHC_ AMARESH KUMAR
52416
MOHANTY

70

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

SHORTLISTED

Sir i have 3years 4 months
experience. Previously i had
attached & sent all my documents
related to my qualification &
professional experience. But in
shortlisted sheet the experience
column of mine is 0.00%. Kindly go
through my documents properly &
add my experience column.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted two relieving letters
which cannot be accepted as experience
certificate. Hence you are not eligible to
get the extra 10% for experience.

SHORTLISTED

Sir i have 3years 4 months
experience. Previously i had
attached & sent all my documents
related to my qualification &
professional experience. But in
shortlisted sheet the experience
column of mine is 0.00%. Kindly go
through my documents properly &
add my experience column.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted two relieving letters
which cannot be accepted as experience
certificate. Hence you are not eligible to
get the extra 10% for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
71 NRHM_SHC_ SWETAPADMA
52424
PATEL

NRHM_SHC_ MINATI PRADHAN
52428

Status

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I HAVE POSTED THE HARDCOPY OF
ONLINE FORM ON 04/04/2018
THROUGH SPEEDPOST. SO IT
SHOULD BE SUBMITTED BEFORE
DUE DATE OF GIVEN SUBMITTED
TIME. THE POST WAS "DISTRICT
COORDINATOR" WHICH WAS NOT
MENTIONED .

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Surely there is a miscommunication
as i have sent the application on
time and also it was superscribed
the name of the post over the
envelope.Thank you.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BTech in in Electronics and
Telecommunications. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

My qualification include different IT
and computer science subject as
part of the course.So my
qualification is mostly equivalent to
the required qualification.So kindly
accept my candidature as valid and
accept my name in the final
shortlisted candidate list.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BTech. in Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineering. In the
said advertisement there is no mention
that similar/equivalent educational
qualification/courses will be eligible for
applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

72

73 NRHM_SHC_ RUTURAJ LENKA
52429

Remark

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ CHITTA RANJAN
52430
MOHAPATRA

Status
REJECT

74

75 NRHM_SHC_ MANOJ KUMAR
52431
PANDA

SHORTLISTED

Remark
As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
MCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

in letter no. BPUT/1717, dated
may,16,2012 of BIJU PATNAIK
UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY,Odisha,Rourkela the
percentage of mark = (CGPA0.50)*10 In this criteria I got 7.29
CGPA in MCA, Equivalent
Percentage of Mark= (7.29-0.50)*
10 = 69%. As well as Experience is
concerned am contuining as a MISCum- Planning Co-ordinator in
OPEPA from 27.07.2013

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for MCA. Hence your
application is rejected. Since the
candidature is rejected your experience
certificate is not necessary to check.

Sir/Madam I have submitted NoC
from CDMO,Rayagada where clearly
mentioned my experience(joining
date to till date) but 10.00% score
not included in the database. Now I
am working as a Block Programme
manager at CHC Padmapur under
Rayagada District from January
2017.It was clearly mentioned in
NOC. Therefore I would like to
request you please consider my case
and include extra mark in database
so my total scoring will be high.
Thank you.

After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PARTHA SARATHI
52433
SAHOO

Status

Objection

Remarks after reverification

SHORTLISTED

Dear Sir/Madam, With due respect,I
have given my experience
certificate (30-05-2016-till
date)which is more than 2 years.So
the extra 10% is not added to my
overall percentage. I have
previously applied for IT ManagerSHAS,I was selected but not
shortlisted for the interview
because i was not having 3 years of
experience. But district coordinator
post have not mentioned for
minimum 3 years of experience. So
please consider adding 10% for my
experience. It's my dream job. With
a lots of hope.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Database Manager which cannot be
considered as requisite experience for the
post of District coordinator. Hence you
are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

SHORTLISTED

Sir, if i will be given one chance to
produce the SEBC Certificate and
enlisted me under SEBC Category
then I shall remain grateful to you
and obliged. With Regards. Biswajit
Sahoo. S/o- Bhagirathi Sahoo, AtBirabarpurpatna,Keonjhar Mobile9237005057

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted SEBC caste certificate.
Documents cannot be produced after the
due date. Hence you are provisionally
shortlisted under UR category.

76

77 NRHM_SHC_ BISWAJIT SAHOO
52435

Remark

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ SANJAYA KUMAR
52439
PANDA

Status

Objection

Remarks after reverification

SHORTLISTED

Being a DATA PROCESSING
ASSISTANT of Koraput District under
DHI & VS,Dept.of Health & Family
Welfare,Odisha,Bhubaneswar,I am
Supervising the Civil Registration
System, Odisha Right to Public
Service Act-2012 & Vital Statistics
activities of the District as a
computer professional.But I have
the honour to inform you that my
experience is not considered in
Provisional Database,where as 10%
marks awarded for experience of
my co-staff with same
post.Therefore the same may be
considered and obliged.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Data Processing Assistant and Database
Manager which cannot be considered as
requisite experience for the post of
District coordinator. Hence you are not
eligible for 10% marks for experience.

SHORTLISTED

Dear Sir/Madam, My experience has
not been considered in spite of
submitting the experience details
and No Objection Certificate from
the health department.I work as a
Block Data Manager in Block
programme Management Unit
under NHM from 04.01.2016 and
continuing the same job.Kindly
consider my experience and add
10% mark to my merit as mentioned
in the advertisement... Regards my
Application No-NRHM_SHC_52443

After reverification it is found that your
experience is found to be eligible for 10%
marks for experience. It has been uptaded
in the database.

78

79 NRHM_SHC_ ANIRUDHA PATRO
52443

Remark

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ LINGARAJ
52448
PATTANAIK

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED

80

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Respected Sir,I have three year
eight months experience in
software developement field and
eight year four months experience
in teaching and administrative
work.BUt I got 0% in the experience
column.Please go through it.I have
already submitted copy of my
experience certificates.

After verification it is found that you are
eligible for 10% extra marks for
experience. Hence your marks have been
updated in our database.

81 NRHM_SHC_ SARADA PRASANNA REJECT
52451
DAS

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir I have written the post name on
envelope and I post it before the
due date through the speed post.
Please kindly check it.

After reverification it is found that you
have not superscribed the name of the
post over the envelope. Hence your
application is rejected.

NRHM_SHC_ DIPTY RANI PADHY REJECT
52457

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech in IT. Hence your application
is liable to be rejected.

Respected sir, As in the application
it was asked to fill the mark in
percentage. By mistakely I had
calculated the percentage by
following another rule which
resulted some other number.
Apologies for the inconvenience
caused. Kindly ignore the previous
one and request you to consider the
below mentioned percentage. As
per bput rule the % is calculated as
(cgpa-0.50)Ã—10 My cgpa is 6.96.so
As per this formula (6.960.50)Ã—10 = 64.6 Please consider
this percentage and proceed
further.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech in IT. Hence your
application is rejected.

82

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
Status
No.
ID
83 NRHM_SHC_ RANJAN MOHANTY REJECT
52465

NRHM_SHC_ MITALI MOHANTY
52506
84

REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech in IT. Hence your application
is liable to be rejected.

I have already submitted the CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech in IT
at the time of submission of
application.If it is not traceable,I am
again submitting the same for your
kind consideration.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech in IT. Hence your
application is rejected. Documents
submitted after the due date cannot be
accepted.

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have submitted the downloaded
copy of application and document
subscribed with the name of the
post before due date. So why
rejected my application.

After reverification your educational
qualification and marks has been updated
in the database and you are found to be
Provisionally shortlisted.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
85 NRHM_SHC_ ROMEO KUMAR
52530
SAHU

Status
REJECT

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. Hence your application is liable
to be rejected. Not submitted SEBC
caste certificate.

As per the eligibility criteria I am
eligible for the required post as I
have completed my Bachelor
degree in Science in Computer
Science as my honours subject
,which is mentioned in the
advertisement as per your
requirement . Also I am having two
years of experience. But, as per the
displayed shortlist, my name is not
in list and mentioned not eligible
though I am satisfying the criteria.
Please reconsider my application
with a humble request so that I will
be very obliged to you.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc Computer Science
(Hons.). In the said advertisement there is
no mention that similar/equivalent
educational qualification/couses will be
eligible for applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ DEBAJANI SARAN
52544

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech Computer Science. Hence
your application is liable to be
rejected.

As per BPUT Notification noBPUT/1717 dtd.16.05.2012,the
conversion certificate as percentage
of mark calculated as =(CGPA0.50)*10.so my percentage is 64%
and my CGPA is 6.93.after
conversion.The above formula same
as your guidelines also.So pls add
my percentage and again shortlisted
my sl no 723 and my application no
is NRHM_SHC_52544.So consider
my Sl. No.723 and once again
shortlisted my list.You have no
upload system I am not unable to
upload conversion certificate.Only I
calculate % mark

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
Uploading of CGPA conversion certificate
was not necessary, you should have
submitted your CGPA conversion
certificate along with the application in
hard copy. After reverification it is found
that you have not submitted CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech Computer
Science. Hence your application is
rejected.

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
MCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected.

Respected Sir, I have submitted
CGPA conversion certificate along
with my application form that i send
through speed post. I attached all
the required documents along with
the form. So please sir once again
check my application form along
with all documents attached so that
i shall remain obliged.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for MCA. Hence your
application is rejected.

86

87 NRHM_SHC_ SANDEEP KUMAR
52551
NAYAK

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ RAJEEB LOCHAN
52558
BEHERA

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech Information Technology.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I THINK THAT I HAVE GIVEN MY
CGPA CONVERSION CERTIFICATE IN
THAT ENVELOP, IF NOT IT CAN
SHOWS YOU ANY TIME AS PER
YOUR FURTHER ORDER.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech Information
Technology. Hence your application is
rejected.

REJECT

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have submitted the hard copy of
the application before due date.It
may not be reached at your office
due to postal/officially delay.I will
submit the application on the date
of the interview.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

NRHM_SHC_ SUSHANTA KUMAR REJECT
52592
MOHANTY

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

I have submitted hard copy of my
Application before due date.If any
mistake made by me i will submit it
at the time of interview.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

88

89 NRHM_SHC_ DHRUBA CHARAN
52591
PRADHAN

90

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
91 NRHM_SHC_ SUBHASHREE
52594
MOHANTY

NRHM_SHC_ MANOJ KUMAR
52603
PRADHAN

92

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

SHORTLISTED

Respected Sir/Madam, I have
submitted my experience certificate
with my application form.But my
experience mark has not added to
my provisional merit list as per your
guideline.So, kindly revalue my
experience certificate.

After verification it is found that you are
eligible for 10% extra marks for
experience. Hence your marks have been
updated in our database.

SHORTLISTED

Dear Madam/Sir, I have qualified
with the desired criteria for SEBC
certificate but as I have received the
same bit late from Govt. of Odisha, I
could not able to mention on the
application form. Please be
requested to consider the same
during evaluation process and If
required I will produce the original
certificate/certified copy in
person/by postal/by any media to
your esteem office for verification.
Regards, Manoj Mob:
8895242858/7008952638

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted SEBC caste certificate
in support of your SEBC category.
Documents cannot be accepted after the
due date. Hence you are provisionally
shortlisted under UR category.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl Application
Name
No.
ID
93 NRHM_SHC_ ARCHANA SAHOO
52628

Status
SHORTLISTED

NRHM_SHC_ PHALGUNA KUMAR REJECT
52630
SETHI

94

95 NRHM_SHC_ SHUBHADARSHINI
52632
MISHRA

Remark

SHORTLISTED

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech (IT). Hence your application is
liable to be rejected. Not submitted
SC caste certificate.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

MY EXPERIENCE NOT ADD IN LIST
..PLZ KINDLY REQUEST TO YOU
ACCEPT MY EXPERIENCE
QUALIFICATION MARK. NOW I
CONTINUE MY SERVICE IN
SOFTWARE COMPANY.ATTACHED
MY UNDERTAKINGS ON THIS
REGARDS

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted an offer letter and an
undertaking to submit experience
certificate later which cannot be accepted
as supporting document for experience.
Hence you are not eligible for extra 10%
marks for experience.

I was unable to submit the entitled
documents due to some urgency.
Kindly consider my candidature as I
am ready to submit all the asked
documents on demand, anytime.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech (IT). Hence your
application is rejected. Documents
submitted after the due date cannot be
accepted.

I am provisionally shortlisted.When Please wait for the next notification, you
our interview is conduct
will be informed through sms in your
provided mobile number as well as in our
NHM odisha website.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PREMANANDA
52641
JENA

Status
REJECT

96

97 NRHM_SHC_ PRADEEPTA
52646
RANJAN MALLA

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir, It is intimate you that, during the
period server is not responded due
to server problem as such as
internet speed is not healthy in
Koraput, so for the applied
application is not downloaded on
web portal. Therefore I request to
you please consider my case to
again allow submitted downloaded
copy of application & for which your
kindness & oblige.

After reverification it is found that your
application has not reached us within the
due date. Documents cannot be allowed
for submission after the due date. Hence
your application is rejected.

Sir/Madam, Respectfully, I
Pradeepta Ranjan Malla bring to
your kind notice that i had
submitted my experience certificate
along with application but no
additional 10% reflected in
provisional shortlisted database.
Presently i am working as a Block
Data Manager at S.Bolang CHC from
09.07.2012 under NHM. Therefore I
request you to kindly look this
above matter and do needful. Yours
faithfully Pradeepta Ranjan Malla
Appl. ID:-NRHM_SHC_52646 Sl. No:825

After verification it is found that you are
eligible for 10% extra marks for
experience. Hence your marks have been
updated in our database.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ SUBHASHREE
52676
BHUYAN

Status
REJECT

98

99 NRHM_SHC_ JOGAMAYA
52685
ROUTRAY

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Rejection reason: Not superscribed
the name of the post over the
envelope. So could you please
reconsider it & do the needful.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

Sir, With Due respect I would Like to
state that,I am thankful being
provisionally shortlisted. Kindly
notice, I have requisite experience
of two years and also I attached all
the experience certificates along
with the the online application form
still there is no addition of 10% in
my mark. Kindly look into my
application again for which I will be
thankful.

After verification it is found that you are
eligible for 10% extra marks for
experience. Hence your marks have been
updated in our database.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ HIMANSU SEKHAR
52693
SWAIN

Status
REJECT

100

101 NRHM_SHC_ TUSHAR KANTA
52699
RANASINGH

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

As candid candidate I had submitted
all relevant documents within
speculate time.i followed all the
procedure that was mentioned in
your advertisement for example I
clearly supercribed the name of the
post on the envelope.i truely
qualified all the criteria for this post
hence I humbly request you to
reconsider about my rejection
status of my form and makes
necessary correction on which I shall
greatful to you. Himansu Sekhar
Swain

After reverificaion it is found that your
application was not superscribed with the
name of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is rejected.

I am working at Office of the CDM &
PHO, Nabarangpur under NHM, H &
FW depat. Odisha as Data Manager
(IDSP) from dated: 27.01.2015 and
till continuing with 3.6 years
experience under NHM. I was given
undertaking to produce Experience
certificate at the time of certificate
verification as i was applied to MD
(NHM) through DPH, Odisha. So
Please consider my experience. Also
i will submit my caste certificate at
the time of certificate verification.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have submitted an undertaking to submit
experience certificate and no objection
certificate later which cannot be accepted
as supporting document for experience.
Hence you are not eligible for extra 10%
marks for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PALLABI
52708
MAHAPATRA

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED

102

103 NRHM_SHC_ SANJIT PATTNAIK
52724

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
BTech (IT). Hence your application is
liable to be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sir My experience not add in
list.kindly add my 10% experience in
my selection list. There only career
mark show in publish list so please
add my experience which is 68%
+10%=78%

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Data Entry Operator which cannot be
considered as requisite experience for the
post of District coordinator. Hence you
are not eligible for 10% marks for
experience.

CGPA conversion certificate was not
mentioned in the advertisement
and B.P.U.T does not provide such
certificate. However in BPUT
website i.e bout.ac.in it is
mentioned that 0.5 should be
deducted from obtained CGPA and
then multiplied by 100 will be the
percentage value.IT is there in the
BPUT site and can be viewed and
downloaded for reference. By the
time we got graduate degree from
BPUT we are unaware of this and
nowhere in the certificate or mark
sheet it is mentioned.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for BTech (IT). The CGPA
conversion certificate should have beeen
attached along with the application.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ SUBHRANSU
52734
SEKHAR SARANGI

Status
REJECT
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105 NRHM_SHC_ BISWAJIT SAHOO
52435

SHORTLISTED

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Sir I have the Tracking details that
my application has reached and
received at your end before the due
date. You should give the option to
attach files so that I can attach that
proof. But I will not sit still, I will
fight to the last because an
organisation like NRHM is playing
with the hopes & aspiration of
candidates. Someone has to fight. I
have also Superscribed the Post
name. Show me my application
envelope. See you in court.

After reverificaion it is found that your
application has not reached us in the
mentioned address within the due date of
receive. Hence your application is
rejected.

Sir I have been shortlisted for the
post of District Coordinator & found
my name in SLNo 614 against UR
category instead of SEBC for non
production of SEBC certificate.For
which,i want to say that,there is no
such specific indication are given in
the printed application form & only
indicated to provide 9 documents
which i have already been given.
Therefore, kindly allow me to
produce the SEBC Certificate &
enlisted me under SEBC category as
I belongs Kansari Cast which belongs
to SEBC category

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted SEBC caste certificate.
Documents cannot be produced after the
due date. Hence you are provisionally
shortlisted under UR category.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PRADEEPTA
52646
RANJAN MALLA

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED

REJECT

Remarks after reverification

Sir/Madam, I am submitting my
After reverification it is found that you are
NOC and Experience Certificate by E- eligible for 10% extra marks for
Mail i.e snaodisha@gmail.com for experience. Hence your markshave been
your kind reference. Yours faithfully updated in our database.
Pradeepta Ranjan Malla Appl. ID:NRHM_SHC_52646 Database Sl. No:825
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107 NRHM_SHC_ RUTURAJ LENKA
52429

Objection

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BTech in in Electronics and
Telecommunications. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

My qualification include different IT
and computer science subject as
part of the course.So my
qualification is mostly equivalent to
the required qualification.So kindly
accept my candidature as valid and
accept my name in the final
shortlisted candidate list.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BTech. in Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineering. In the
said advertisement there is no mention
that similar/equivalent educational
qualification/courses will be eligible for
applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ DEEPAK KUMAR
52317
SONI

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. DCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected. Not submitted
SEBC caste certificate.

sir i belong to SEBC cast.. i have 2yr
old caste certificate and that was i
submit...but now i get my new SEBC
certificate and further i show you
and submit xerox copy of sebc
certificate.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc. and DCA. Hence your
application is rejected.

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc. DCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected. Not submitted
SEBC caste certificate.

Thank you sir for informing me
about rejection and allow me for
objection. sir i graduate in 2017 so
so i had submitted only my degree
markshit. their is clearly no mention
that bachelor degree in computer
science only my marks of subjects
are mentioned. this year june
month our university gave us
degree certificate and their was
clearly mentioned bachelor degree
of computer science. Further i show
you my degree certificate and
submit copy of certificate.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc. and DCA. Hence your
application is rejected.
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109 NRHM_SHC_ DEEPAK KUMAR
52317
SONI

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ NILAMADHAB
51713
PANDA

Status

Remark

SHORTLISTED
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111 NRHM_SHC_ PRIYABRATA
52259
MISHRA

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection

Remarks after reverification

Sir/Madam,Regarding my
experience certificate,I have an
employ of Paramount Health
Services &
Insurance(TPA)Pvt.Ltd.and as per
our company guideline the
experience certificate will issued
after my leave from organisation.So
here I request to you please
consider the necessary documents
and the undertaking letter I have
already provide to you for my
experience as District Coordinator.
And please add the required marks
as an experience holder.I submit the
experience certificate after my
selection.

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted any experience
certificate. You have attached your
appointment letter from Paramount
Health Services (TPA) Private Limited
which cannot be accepted in lieu of
experience certificate. Hence you are not
eligible to get an extra 10% marks for
experience.

Sir, AS per your objection list i have
not submit my CGPA conversion
certificate,For your kind information
i have already deposited it at the
time of hard copy submission and a
genuine copy kept with me for my
reference .once again i convert my
CGPA (6.01-.5)*10=55.01 for your
easy calculation .kindly donot reject
my application .

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted your CGPA
conversion certificate for BTech in
Computer Science and Engineering.
Hence your application is rejected.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
Status
ID
NRHM_SHC_ AMRITA PATTNAIK SHORTLISTED
52302
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113 NRHM_SHC_ AMRITA PATTNAIK SHORTLISTED
52302

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

I have submitted my experience
certificate which shows my
experience of 3 years 8
months(District Immunization
Computer Assistant ,NHM) but in
the list no marks was added for my
experience.Hence i request you to
kindly recheck my application form
and do the needfull.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Immunization Computer Assistant which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

I have submitted my experience
certificate which shows my
experience of 3 years 8
months(District Immunization
Computer Assistant ,NHM) but in
the list no marks was added for my
experience.Hence i request you to
kindly recheck my application form
and do the needfull.

After reverification it is found that you
have submitted experience certificates as
Immunization Computer Assistant which
cannot be considered as requisite
experience for the post of District
coordinator. Hence you are not eligible
for 10% marks for experience.

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ PRIYAMBADA
51992
MOHANTY

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BSc and PGDCA. Hence your
application is liable to be rejected.

That as per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement, the
educational qualification is Bachelor
Degree in I.T./ Computer
Application/ Computer Science for
the post of District CoordinatorSHAS. I have acquired qualification
of B.Sc Degree in Information
Technology and also attached the
mark sheet and certificate during
submitted the hard copy of online
application form.In spite of having
required qualification, I have been
rejected for do not have requisite
qualification.

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc and PGDCA. You have
not submitted SEBC caste certificate along
with the application hence you were
entered in the UR category in the
shortlisted database. Hence your
application is rejected.

REJECT

As per the eligibility criteria laid
down in the advertisement the
educational qualification is Bachelor
degree in Information Technology/
Computer Application/ Computer
Science. You do not have requisite
qualification. Your qualification is
BA. Hence your application is liable
to be rejected.

Sir plzz.. check my qualification
carefully. I am graduate with
SCIENCE WITH HONOURS
COMPUTER SCIENCE from
GANGADHAR MEHER AUTO.
COLLEGE , SAMBALPUR,which
comes under SAMBALPUR
UNIVERSITY. I AM NOT A BA SIR. PLZ
CHECK MY CERTIFICATE CAREFULLY
I AM A SCIENCE GRADUATE (BSc.)
With COMPUTER SCIENCE
HONOURS. PLZ CHECK
CAREFULLY...AND CONSIDER MY
COMPLAIN. Thanking you Rahul
kumar meher (BSc.compute Sc.)

As per the eligibility criteria laid down in
the advertisement the educational
qualification is Bachelor degree in
Information Technology/ Computer
Application/ Computer Science. After
reverification it is found that you do not
have requisite qualification. Your
qualification is BSc Computer Science
(Hons.). In the said advertisement there is
no mention that similar/equivalent
educational qualification/couses will be
eligible for applying for the post of District
Coordinator. Hence your application is
rejected.
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115 NRHM_SHC_ RAHUL KUMAR
51960
MEHER

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ KHUSBOO
52285
MOHANTY

Status

Remark

Objection

Remarks after reverification

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
your CGPA conversion certificate.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Dear Sir, I am Khusboo Mohanty
having application number
NRHM_SHC_52285 for the post
District Coordinator-SHAS.I have
successfully submitted the online
application form but while i sent the
hard copy It was unknown to me to
send the CGPA conversion
certificate along with the
application form which i have kept
with me. Hence it is requested to
give a chance to submit the same.its
my earnest request to you. Thanks
& Regards, Khusboo Mohanty
9439205022 BBSR

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for Btech Computer Science
and Engineering. Documents submitted
by email or after the due date cannot be
accepted for reconsideration of
application. Hence your application is
rejected.

REJECT

As per the informations and
instructions laid down in the
advertisement the candidate has to
enclose requisite documents/
experience certificates which shall
clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without
which his/her candidature shall be
rejected. You have not submitted
CGPA conversion certificate for
MCA. Hence your application is
liable to be rejected.

in letter no. BPUT/1717, dated
may,16,2012 of BIJU PATNAIK
UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY,Odisha,Rourkela the
percentage of mark = (CGPA0.50)*10 In this criteria I got 7.29
CGPA in MCA, Equivalent
Percentage of Mark= (7.29-0.50)*
10 = 69%. As well as Experience is
concerned am contuining as a MISCum- Planning Co-ordinator in
OPEPA from 27.07.2013

As per the informations and instructions
laid down in the advertisement the
candidate has to enclose requisite
documents/ experience certificates which
shall clearly establish his/her eligibility as
per conditions as above, without which
his/her candidature shall be rejected.
After reverification it is found that you
have not submitted CGPA conversion
certificate for MCA. Hence your
application is rejected. Since the
candidature is rejected your experience
certificate is not necessary to check.
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117 NRHM_SHC_ CHITTA RANJAN
52430
MOHAPATRA

Objection Compliance for Dist-coordinator
Sl
No.

118

Application
Name
ID
NRHM_SHC_ MITALI MOHANTY
52506

Status
REJECT

Remark
Not Submitted downloaded copy of
application/ Submitted downloaded
copy of application after due date of
receive/ not supercribed the name
of the post over the envelope.
Hence your application is liable to
be rejected.

Objection
I have submitted the downloaded
copy of application and document
subscribed with the name of the
post before due date. So why
rejected my application.

Remarks after reverification
After reverification your educational
qualification and marks has been
updatedin the database and you are
found to be Provisionally shortlisted.

